Advising

Some of the advisors listed below are not available during university breaks. Please contact Audri Adams, Dan Gerth, Kim Baldus, or Ed Munn Sanchez if your assigned advisor is unavailable. Additionally, Audri is available for walk-in advising for all majors when your assigned advisor is unavailable.

**AUDRI ADAMS**  askaudri@umsl.edu  516-4890  C202
- Accounting
- Actuarial Science
- Bachelor of Liberal Studies (BLS)
- Business Administration (includes all emphasis areas:
  - Entrepreneurship, Finance, International Business,
  - Management, Marketing, and Supply Chain Management)
- Criminology and Criminal Justice
- Cybersecurity (information systems emphasis)

**KIM BALDUS**  balduski@umsl.edu  516-4231  C212
- Applied Psychology (Child Advocacy) (last names A-I)
- Psychology (last names A-I)

**DAN GERTH**  gerthd@umsl.edu  516-7197  C201
- Engineering and Pre-Engineering
- Opportunity Scholars Program
- Pre-health sciences (Pre-Med, Vet, Optometry, Dental, Pharm, etc.)
- Writing Certificate

**ED MUNN SANCHEZ**  munne@umsl.edu  516-5245  C111
- Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies (BIS)
- Philosophy
- Pre-law

**CHRISTOPH SCHIESSL**  schiesslc@umsl.edu  516-6871  C207
- Biology (non-health science)
- Biochemistry (non-health science)
- Chemistry (non-health science)
- Computer Science
- Computing Technology
- Cybersecurity (computer science emphasis)
- History
- Mathematics

**ANN TORRUSIO**  torrusioa@umsl.edu  516-4230  C203
- English
- International Relations
- Modern Languages
- Political Science
- Public Policy

**JASON VASSER-ELONG**  J.N.Vasser@umsl.edu  516-4195  C206
- Communication
- Physics
- Social Work/Pre-Social Work
- Studio art

**KATE VOTAW**  katevotaw@umsl.edu  516-7152  C204
- Applied Psychology (Child Advocacy) (last names J-Z)
- Anthropology
- Music and Music Education
- Psychology (last names J-Z)
- Undeclared majors (last names N-Z)

**ROB WILSON**  wilsoncha@umsl.edu  516-7141  C308A
- Education (all areas except Music Education)